Reading A-Z was named the #1 reading resource* by over 18,000 K–5 teachers!

Leveled Books and Resources for Differentiated Reading Instruction

Reading A-Z is a digitally delivered teaching resource famous with educators for its unmatched value and extensive collection of high-quality leveled books and teaching resources. With more than 1,500 fiction and nonfiction books accompanied by ancillary resources and activities at different levels of text complexity, it’s easy to put the right content in each student’s hands.

Key Features

• **Best-in-class leveled reading resources** help make personalized learning easy.

• **Flexible teaching materials** allow instruction to be customized to any learning environment.

• **Collaborative lessons and learning activities** develop both reading and 21st century skills.

• **Comprehensive assessments and running records** track student progress and ensure reading growth.

*Reading A-Z was named the #1 teacher website for K–5 according to Education Market Research’s January 2012 report, “Elementary Reading Market: Teaching Methods, Traditional and Digital Materials Used and Needed, and Market Size”.

Still have questions? Contact Customer Support.
Reading You Can Rely On

We believe that leveled content is the key to strengthening students’ reading skills. Every text has been carefully written, edited, and designed to provide the right standards-aligned learning opportunity. Books are written different levels of text complexity that gradually increases as students progress — resulting in the just-right reading experience students need.

Resources for Comprehensive Instruction

Reading A-Z’s robust collection of teaching resources guarantees each student receives the personalized instruction they need to improve their reading skills. Resources are available in multiple formats and can be customized for whole-class or small-group instruction; collaborative lessons and activities help build modern-day reading skills; and running records and assessments make it easy to track reading progress and determine future instruction.

Differentiate reading instruction with best-in-class leveled resources. Order Reading A-Z today!